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~ nois~. f'r9m two separate frequcncy-scleetive . channels; or critical bands. In 
• •", •' ~ .. .. f• ! ," ' 0 • f : • ' _.. 0 0 • o 0 • - I 0 (a 
the fitst experimeti~ Witeners 'Vere··traine4· - ~o detect a 0.~ kJl.: sinusoidal 
. .· . ' . . . ' . . 
to~e in -a ·co.ritinuops .. b~kgro~~d o_f ·noise.' Then. :without informin~· lis_~ners. · 
a· 1.3.Jiz ·tone w~. ~d to ·ih~- ~ignal. Initially th~ dctc~~bulty of ·th~ · 




:---- ~ . . . 
twO:. tone complex was-no-b·eu~r-tlfall thc--~tectabillty· · of- the O~S1dlz sj~al. . • ... 
· b~t · it-~pn;v~· i~1su;s~uc~t sessions.> Eoll~~ng . this·; the. l~3kH~ · - si~~ ~ .t :::~ 
.:, . . • ·. . . ' .· . . ·. . . ; '.=· 
· was · reinoy~ and ,.PerfOnil~Ce. dropped to, or 'below, the-origm~· lcvck-, . . . .. : -:~ 
• .. • . . \ • • • .. '> • •. •. • . . ~ . . • . .J • • ' : • • • ': • • 1' --.......; ;.-......... • ; • ' :.;-,~! 
.. -~~~ ~~- .~W.~~~ ·.~at hu~an·. Ustcn~rs: ha;e·. ~b· a~~~ · to use :. ci~. a . >~----.-~j 
: s~ngle- o~ :m~~ple-b~d listening. s~tegy. ·. In qnter .to de~nnine more · ·. :. . . . .-. : :.~: 




' , t." '• ~ ·. ~ 0 0 , • - ' • : ~ : : ~ • • ' . • ... 0 • 0 • •, ·•~ ... 
·. about .'how information .from· widely sep~~ Critical·· bands is cotnbincd; ~ . ( · .. . ~:~ 
. . {· . . . . _  . . . . ·. . ... 
two· mathematical .·m~is ·we~ considered. The llf{d'nnanon .Integration . · :~j. ~~~.· (6~n~ 1956}·: asSumes· .that siSnal ~d ~olse ·. ·c~ergy --fro~. ~divid~al :-~:-_:-A 
' . " . . : ·::-
•• • • • • . . • • . I • • • • • ·- · ~ -· ---:-----:-...:_' ;~·,----::;:---- -'---,------':·.-:'~ 
. -. . frequency.;seleqnvec liariileJS IS .. -Statisticallf c·ombined prior- to deciSiOI), . ~ y .. .\ 
c.. ~ • . ... ... . . " . .. . ' . . . . ~ 
· - ~ontras~ the· ckcision thTeshol~ : ~1 · (Scbaf~r and QBles,.- 1949) : ~st~lates · · ··.-11 
- • . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . • • . 'f' . • :-f;~ 
that indCpendent decisions ·are. made. about .·the information in ~ach chamici;· · · .-:. ·,.;1 
I • .. , , ·, ... . 
. , 
. and that the· O~tcomcs of the decisions . iu:e GOmb~ed according lO an · ·' 
·. . ... . . . . . 
-· . 
~~erau · declsion rule. Data from .the first experiment 8l'e consistent with the 
. .' - ' . . . . . . ' . . .. ... ~ " . .: . ' 
· .. inf~rmati~~- •tntei,ration . ~~~ but ~ contrary to ~ctions ~ using 
. . . . .... 
the deciSion · ~shold · model. In . 9I'der to {uriher distinguish·. be~ee~ · · 
~ - ·-.. ··:.¥ , '/ 
· .. ·. .··. ' 
.. 
.. _,. . 
.....__ 
... ' . .. . 
' ii 
~ . . . 
·~· . :·,: . 
.. . . . . . 
:·;;~:i1:.~:-~.~:· ~;, . -~:~\.;.~i~::~i:L.~. ;.).~:~:~:.~L: <; ·.:: :;·:·,, ·,;-.. i ~-:.: :~t;~.--~ ;i/: ;.:j:;,;,:~ ~:iL_;::_~-:~~,i>"<·~i ;_:-:· -·: .·:k:.;.;-;:.:. :-::~;. _ _.  .~, :.:t:· -:.:. /.).-~) \~ .. ~--~~;.;~~~~:~ .;:::} • .'\:·.,::;. :-· _:j~::<i~:J. :;zl 













' :\ . 
. I 
these ~Is; a· s~ond, -~more sensitive, exi>erimept was ~igned. In this 
• 0 / • • • • • 0 0 • • • • 0 • • ! 
.ex~~t ·f:h~ O.SkJ!z.' l.~klfz _, - ~d c~m)?in~ .sign~ were raridomly p::· 
' mixed withbi. the_ same . biock or' trials. therefore. subjects pres~bly used 
• t . ( 
a· a~ lis~ning strategy for each of the signals. Data from this 
/ 0. . : • . . - ,;f . 
... 
experiment_ fit_ the neith~ the information. integration model nor 'the decision 
.! 
_thfeshold model, Furthermore. comparisons of detection Perfo~ce between " 
. l . ' . . 0 • • •• 0 ' I • ' \ . . . 
ex"~riments' argue. against" each of the~ models. In conclusion~ . while. this . I .. . \ . .' . . . . : . ; .. . . ' . I --: -..- 0 • ot • ·,0 • • 0 • 0 • 
i study shows that neither -the infonnatio~ ·integration :rilodel nor .. the decision· 
~z.. . ,t 0 , • • • • :.. ~ ~ ~ . - · 0 • .. ~. ; . 0 •• 0 . .. •• .. • • • : 0 • --
J·:·.: . ·;·. threshold mOdel explains how· .listeners combine· inforinatiori '· from · tvio : · 
~;> ./ ~tiCal b~. it ·~mo~sanites thlt h_;., 1!3~ haVe the ,'~bm~ 'r~. 
~};:< .. · ·  · / ·. -: ·:s~itch . ~ ~~ u~ing· .one ~tical band · ~o ~using ~o. . • .. ')A 
~~.:.' ·. · ·· ~ / .  ., 
• ,, . . , I .. .; . . 
~~ . '·/ .. · :.. 
r.t: · --......._ 1 
S:~:. . · . · "--.... /. 
e-, ( \ ' . i I .. , ... 
:J·:·. . : ' ·, ~~" .. · I 
·.~, r 
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The. main advantage ~ntroduced by signal detection theory (Peterson, 
.. , 
~ 
Birdsall, and Fox, 1954) to auditory psychophysics, is that it provides a 
-
• framework for distinguishing between sensory and decision proce~ses. This 
frnmework includes empirical · and analytic methods that pennit listeners' 
sensitivity to be estimated independent of non-sensory variables. 
Conseque1_1tly, signal detection methods have been used to ·address many 
._ 
'· 
substantive . issues about ·auditory · signal P,iocessing. 
- One ·iss~ that bas received ·consl.rable atte~tion, is ho~ listcnCr. 
utilize ~fo~tio~ from ~e~nt pJ -~f the ~ audi~ory . spectrum wh;~-
. detecting' signalS in noise. Evide9~ suggCsts ~at listeners c!"' adopt a 
listening "strategy" that i~ sui~to the requirements of a · specific task · 
(Swets, -1963, 1984). Thus / informatiQn is restricted to a relatively 
. I 
narrow part '·of the spectrun/. listeners have the ability to process that 
\ I 
infonnation wmle, ~~orl/~ the rest. If, however, infonnation anives in 
several spectral region/, there are a number of ways in which it can be 
~ 
processed. 
Presented h re are tWo expCrlments. The first investigates a sutijects' 
• ~bility to ~ transitions in .. listening strate~ when the signal changes 
· uncxpcc,~ th~ second investigates performance when · the samC Slratcgy 
IJl~ used for different signals. In addition., the~e e~periments te~t 
vl¢o~s. assumptions about how listeners combine auditory infonnation in 
• • Q • • • • • • 
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.. 
order to make a decisiof! concerning the. presence or ab$ence of a brief 
tonal signal embedded in noise. 
A. Auditory ftlterlng: The critical band · f 
U~likc the visual syste~, whi~h integrates energy at different spectral ' 
. frequencies to proVide th~ sensation of a single color, the auditory system 
allows us ·to ,resolve, or separate, individual s~tral c~mponents of a 
. . . ' 
- . 
~omplex sound (Green ~d. Sw~ts, 1974). This ability stems primaril): from 
the faCt that the auditory stimulps is' filtered ~t various levels . of processing . 
·~. . 
For· example,_ physiologic!ll··experlments conducted by von BcJcesy (196lb) 
/ D • 
show that for a ' pure /~ound of a given. (requency' there is a region of 
. / . . 
maximum vibratory msponse· along the ·builar membrane (BM). The 
. . . . 
mechanical displae_~ment of. the BM is then conve~ to a distribu~oh of 
neural activity across the c;ochlear fiQers (Sachs and Kiang, 1968). 
However, electrophysiologieal measurements in4icate that this excitation 
. . . ... . 
pattern. is not perfectly correlated with· mechanical ·activity in ihe cochle~. 
,. 
The' fact ·that displacement patterns along the B~ do . not match the . 
-I 
~queri~~- s~tivi_ty exhibi_~ by· the disch~ge ch~cteristics of the Vlllth 
. . nerve has led 'to the--hypothesis that a "second" ~ter exists betw,een the 
b~ilar memb~e and ih~ initial segment. of. the auditory nerves· (Evans -and· · .J 
Wilson,. 1973). · 4 
. . 
'Psychophysical . studies have also provided strong evidence for the 
... ~ . .. . 
existence of audit9ry filtering, ~d, have been ·used to determine some 
' ~ 
important filter ch~ctcrlstics, · including bandwidth and sha~.- The· width 
• 
: . . 1 
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of the assumed auditory filter was first .investigated by Fletcher in 1940. In 
~ ' 
this, ~tudy ,Fletcher. systematically varied the bandwidth of a white noise 
(i.e., constant power }ier unit bandwidth) that was centered on a sinusoidal 
target tone. At first, the signal level of the tone was . set so thar it was 
just ~tectable in a wideband noise masker. As the bandwidth of the noiso ~ 
· was progressively narrowed, detectability of. the tone. remained unaffected · 
. . 
until the noise band became smaller than a ce~ val'Je, called ~e critical 
·. ' 
.. bandwidth. ; For . n_o!se ban~widths smaller than t}Jis, _rr{onnan'ce imprqv~d 
for the same signal level . . 
. 
· On; the · basis of results obtained by using .. t<?nal signals of diffe~nt 
~uencies, Flet~her ~oncluded that · only a narrow band of noise around the 
- ' 0 .. 
signal frequency is effective as a masking stimulus. Stated otherwise, 
. . 
masking energy outside a critical band does not contrilrute to the masking \ . 
process but only adds ·to the loudness' of the noise. It was further argued 
that when a to?e was just detectable in the n~is~ band, signru and noise 
.. 
energy within the critical band were equivalent. . 
~-
Later, im a refinement of tlie critical band study, · Shafer, Gales; 
Shewmaker, ar\d Thompson (1950) attempted to_ estimate the actual shape of 
. . ' 
. . . . 
the auditory filter. They used noise with a rectangular spectrum which was 
constru~tcd by ~ng a number of closely spaced sin~soids, and, in · 
. . ~ 
comparison to Fletcher, took many more measurements of detectability as 
. . ' 
the bandwidth was narrowed. Their results failed to indicate. a sharp . 
. ~ 
discontinuity at the expected critical value, which implied that the auditory 
. . . . 
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.· 
filter was not rectangular. Rather, Shafer, et al (1950) inferred that the · 
shape mor;e~ closely resembled that of a 11Single-tuned," or "universal-
resonance" Piter. 
r 
Another proc~ure, the probe-signal technique, has been used to obtain 
measurements of th~ frequency-response characteristics of ·the auditory filter: 
. ' 
(Greenberg and Larkin, .1968~ Greenberg, I969a, 1969b). This method 
,. 
assumes that observers are extensively trained to detect a near-threshold 
~ . 
. . 
sign.al of a sin.gle, specified ~ue·ncy: This signal , is . presen~ with high a 
. 
priori probability of. occ~n~e. Then,_, on some small ·proportion of trials 
' . 
yarious other "unexpected" frequencie~. probe-signals, ·are presented ·in .lieu 
•, , ' . 
of the ~. signal-~d, in. the vicfruty of the. ass~ed . filter. Any change 
. --~ - the- lev~~ of~-dC~-~biln; fo~ p~be:si~als . rela~ve t~ ~e· mail) signal. is · · 
• • • • 0 - • 0 • • • • • • 0 
: · 'interyrcied ~s ~fte~ting . b~th . the filter shape. "'~d b~dWidth. ·Note that the 
.. '! .. analysis ~f ~~~ti~ri . ~rfonrianc~ is b~~- 0~-- the sens~~virY index . fl' and .. 
··, 
assum.es ~a~ .· obserVerS center ·.a critical b~4 -~n. the main , signal. . The ·' 
. ·- • I 
underlying ration&l is that if observers ancn_uate" masking noise outside the 
. . . .. . 
t . . . 
'crltic_at ·band, ·then signals should also ~ attenuated.. 
. \ . . ,. . . 
One· geneml co~clusion. ~ on. the b_asis of data oburlned in 
·~ . , . 
"sunulbuieous" masking conditions (i.e., signal ·and masker presented at the 
• • • • - • 0 •• 
• .. • • • 1: • • • - • 
sam~ time), is that dctectability .depends upon the ratio Qf the s_ignal ·energy 
. . ·. . . . . . . . - . 
to noise · energy within. a sj.ngle ~tical bana (Weber, .1918; Green, 1983) . . 
' , These .••cisi•• ~ tdated to both the ~~ spc:cdm of;hC maildog 'n~ise 
ind. th~ wcightiilg, or ·transfer function of thJ auditory PJter (Patterson and 
. . . 
00-~ 
.. 
.'" .: . . ·~ .. 
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Nimmo-Smith, 1980). Nevertheless, pther masking conditions yield results 
which indicate that the filtering process is somewhat more compli~a~ed. 
. For example, Glas9erg, Moore, and Smith (1984) masked a 1kHz 
. . 
. , 
sinusoid of fixed signal level using (1) a noise with a spectral notch of 
. variable wiclth, (2} two tones witlt variable frequency separation, and (3). 
. ( 
noise with a sinusoidally rippled spectrum with variable density. In each 
case, the maskin.g spectrum was syminetrically placed with resp~ct to1 signal. 
-
The level of the maskiitg stimulus was varied in order to determine 
,. 
threshold. Glasberg, et al then compared the auditory filter shapes that 
. / . 
' . I . • 
were derived unP-er both simultaneous ·and "forward'.' masking conditions 
. . 
(i.~.. the . masking ~timulus .is presented imm~diately AFTER the .signal). 
For simultaneous maskers, the-charncte~~tics of the filters were found to b~ 
\- siriillar ~o~ notched. amf tWo:.. tone ·masking b.~J ·slightly br~ader for ~pple~ 
·noise. In contrast, .wete . the -results :rrom_ ~~. f~ard masking 5on.ditio~ 
which consi~~ntly revealed .sharper .. bandwidths. This finding -is c~mpatible 
With an edge-enhancemen_t .mechani~m of _frequency selectivity produced by 
• • Q • 
suppression (Houtgast, 1974; see ·Piomp, 1976) . .. 
. ' 
Based on available psychophysical evidence, others have generated 
. . . 
mathematical formulae which . dosoribe · various properties of auditory filtering. 
. . . . . 
Zwi~kci and Tcrhardt (1980) ~vcd an analytic expression for the criti~al 
ban~Width as a_ funcqon. of center_ fteqJ~ncy.- 11)eir propo~d formula.. 
... ; assun1es that the critical . bandwidth is' appro~telr constant at low 
p:cciucncies ~low 0.5 kHz), but .incxeases. with the logarithm of frequency' _ 
r 
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( . 
at higher frequen~es. Moore and Glasberg (1983)_ argue this point and 
provide data which show tha.t the bandwidth does deCrease ~t center 
frequencies below O.S liHz . In addition, these authors ou~e a method for 
calculating excitation patterns from a simplified filter shape (i.e., equivalent 
\ 
rectangular bandwidth). Likewise, Patterson (1974) reports an 'expression 
~ 
that describes the filter characteristics of bandwidth, center-frequency to 
bandwidth' ratio (Q), shape and attenuation of the · filter skins (1974). · 
An important poirit to be. made here is that the auditory system is 
. . 
' .. .. . / ,1 
·designed in a way that it allows us to · analyze a complex time-varyi~g 
· . ~ound into'ltrin~vidual frequency components.• Indeed; ~the . process of 
. . ' 
, filtering has been clearly ·~monstraied. both' at the physiologic~ ·and · 
. . ; . . ~· . . . . . . . 
psychophysical level. It .. is ~uBl;ly ·clear,.: however, that certain parameters of 
. .. " ~. . . ... . . .. . . . . . 
~is imx:ess are n~i fix~ ·."That is, . depending · ~n the reqwremenis ~f the· · 
~ ' . . . . . . ., . ·' , 
,• • I 
task, listeners can apparently adjust the bandwidth, frequedcy stabilicy, 
. .. 
. spe~tnll. :location ·aqid the number of. ban~ used (S~ets, . 1963). 
In summary, ·most ·current' m04c1s of -the auditozy system that have 
~n proposed to aecount for listc.ners' ability ' to. detect signals in noise 
. . . 
. ~ assume that iirldal filtering is ' a consequence of peripheral processing 
. .. . . . 
\ 
\' inechanisms, and that this provides the. conceptual basis for the· critical 
ban~ Because the: · Crltic~r bandwid~ · h~ ~n ~l~ly es~li~hed as· ·an 
empirical phenomenon (~ Sharf, 1971 · for. reyiew), it will. be· used, in ~the 
. ·. . . . . . . .. . 
. • . ' I .. 
re~g discussions ~ 1Ul · e~pl~a~ory construct.· Fuithcr; we Will as~e 
. . 
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whose-output the listener uses· to perfonn the task. 
I 
B. Single- and multiple-band listening 
\ / 
In a typi'cfl auditory detection ~XPeriment listener.s are nsked to detect 
a signal of known frequency and duration . in the presence of wideband 
Gaussian noise • . Duritlg a well-defined observation interv"al ( O,.T) one of 
. . I') . 
two possible wavefonns is presented wi~ed a p~iori Probability: either 
~ 
x(t)=n.(t), or signal-plus-noise x(O=s(t)+n(t), .where·O~t ~T. Using a 
. . . . 
critical band interpretation, the observer presumably centers a single . filter ·on 
. . . . . . . . ...  
· that · p~ of the s~trum which best repreSC?~~ ~e sign.al, thereby 
· .: .maximizing . the )ign~-to-noise ratio.' . In partl~ular, accofdi~g to an energy- · . · 
. ' . . . 
'--,"detec.tion ~odel propo~ ~Y ·pfafflin :and ·Mathews (i962), dte . 6~tput. or-'the. ~ · · 
· ~~) iJ;~~d' an~ a ruDniD~ ~tcgral is perf~d on ~~-s~~ 
... 
. . . '-.. . . . . 
outpu~ .. The"squ~ .. outp~t' is · in~tan~eous po~r &l}d 'the output of' the 
inteVcltor . is an esti~te of·. ·e~ergy nf the inte~tion perlod (wh~~h . is ~n. . 
.the order of 100-200ms for humans). Jn effect. this energy. is represented 
. . , T "- : . 
by a single quantity n = 1 x2(t )dt which is the· prime detenninant . 0~ 
' ' . • . 0 . . . 
deteciabillty within a ~tical .band. . An . iinPortant question is how listeners 
process· signals which contain sj,ectral components· that are $Cparated by 
0 ... • • • 
. , . . . ~ . . 
mcire .. than a 'single Critical bandwidth. · Consider the following modelS. ·. 
. . . .. . 
. .. . . 
FirSt,. iu:cording . to. the ·.singl~-band. ~~- of auditory .. pr~essing 
. 0 . . · . . \ . .. 0~ ~ - -- .. . . 
('fanner, et al, 1956) a decision · conamllng the p~scnce or abscncc·-of -~. · 
. . .. . ------~ . ~ . .· . ' - . ............... . 
. signal in. background noiSe .is governed by the ~~tion .aviUlable in · 
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relatively~ narro~ spectral bandWidth. . S~d' otherwise, regardless of the 
- . :,. . I 
. ·number of components and the bandwidth of· ·the .signal, · iG assumed that 
. . .. 
de~tio~ is based on· only one critical band. · This m~ goes beyon~ 
Fletc~'s . earlier hypothesis by as~erting'·t:Jtat the center frequency (i.e., 
spcctral)ocation) of the ~and can be adju~ted b;y -the listener. Thus, for a 
widcband~_ sip81, th~ ll~tcner mu.st ~ the spectrum by continuously 
adjusting the c~nter . freque.~cy· of the ~ter. 
By contrast, the ~ltiple-band ··energy-~tection model ·(Green, 1.958) . 
. . . I 
.asJumes that m<?rc than one listen~ng band. may , be used at any ~ven . . .. 
_: iJlstanL •. A~~.;..u.,i to this model, it is P<n~i~ie ~sel~t bo~ the ~~1 
. ... ~d the . ccn~ frequcncief of' the 'critical bands such that a s~pamte' cri~~~ 
• • • • :'... • • - • • ' • : • • • ~.. f • • • • ' .. • • • 0 • • • • 
. ·band is prisJtioned· on 'eaeh. signal -~omponent. Furthermore; if componcl)ts 
• 0 .. • • • • • • • • • : . • • • • • • • • • • : • • : • • ... • : • .. • • • - 0 
fall ~tQ different bands, the detection . process coinmon to each band .~ould 
. . ' . ' 
. .. 
~ I • • ' o • 
occur. Tw~ _croci~. ~ssumptions are: . 
(1) that~ 'the · combination of the filte~. outputs is linear, and · 
(2) that~ an. optimal weighting of ih~.~hannel.s is ·used. That. is, the 
. . . . . . ·. . . . ' ; ' .· . . 
channel with the. more detectable stgnal is gi~en more weight in the 
· ' I i 
~is_i~n. This ~1 is .discuss&! ·furth(!r · bClow. 
•: . .,. 
- 0 ~· · • ( .... • 
Three modified ·vtrsions ·of the _baslc · detection 'parctdigm, ·as 1 described 
. .; . . . 
. ~b9~e. ha~ been used tO exaD:line the ti1ain assumpti<lns of both .sbtgle· 
• . '• '! .' ~ ·~ . . . . . - . · ... 
and· multip~~band views. As Swets (1984) argues, . the contradictory restd.ts · 
•• ' : '" ~ ' ~ ' • • ' o • •" ''.' o • •"' •: : ' • I • ' ' 4 • • ,' " 
· o~tained·· ·~y tl\cse m~thodS can be . reconciled by. assuming that the observer · . 
e~ ·~c~~~ ~~~~r ·~ ~f p~~sing.- · Moreover, i·t. is a;parent· ~at 
. . . ' ... 
\ · .·. 
. \ 
\ 
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I 
selection of a specific strategy depends heavily. on. the rcquire.~nts of the 
task. Because comprehensive reviews are ~vailable elsc\vhcre (sec de Boer, · 
1966; Green and Swets, 1974; S~ets, 1984), the folloWing 'discussion is 
. . 
. , ' 
· restricted to ~ose experiments on which the methodology used in · the 
present study is based. 
]; Detection of unexpected, low-probability signals • 
I . . 
This ·version of ,the basic mcth~ ·deals with the· dctec~on of an 
• • • • • • .,.· 0 ~ · - -~ • 
u~expected signal frequency and was first used in a study . repot:te4 by 
. - . 
..... ; . . - ' ' . ~ . 
·T&nner, · et al ·.(1956). ··In the initial ·:Pan: of their e~perime~t. unpracticed 
' . . . . . . ,· - . .. 
listeners · wm.c trained to det~t ·a 1kHz ~~igital, preSented dwing a ~ell 
.· ~fined · ~observatio~ . interval~· ~ ~· ~ntinuou·s:: back~u.nd of ap~~xim~teli . ~ . · " 
• ·.. • • ' • • • •• ' • • . • • • 0 • ~ • • • . ; • • • : • 
. O~ussian . noise. Then, . af~ several· .ses.sion~, the -signal · was changed to a 
. . ; .. 
. . : 
1.3 kHz si~al of. the .. same. e~ergy 'as ·th~ orlginai .. signal • . 'They fo~nd' ituii .:.'  
' . .. ·· ·. : .•. ·· ·. . . . 
the. probability ·or a comet re~i:ise, P <b.) •. ror ·.this ne~ signal -~ppe{t to . ·, : 
. . . .. . ... 
. ··.· 
a v~ue which· represes:ttc;d chanc~ · performance. . HQwever in . subseque~t. 
-. . .. . . 
sessions, after ·subje&ts were · iiven a p~view <of the 1.3 kH.z signal Without 
. . . . ~- . . . . 
. . . 
back~u~d noise,_ performance ·~as restored ·to previous · levels. 
In a related . study, .Karoly ·and Isaaeson (unpublished. see Swets, 
. ... · · .. · ·. · \• .. / .· . . ' . .. . .... · . . · . 
obtained similar results using an .. expected ·1'/cHz signalo arid two unex~ 
• • · , • ••• 0 • • 
signals. 9f o:skHz . and. 1,:5 kllz.t . ~ nl;lidO~y :selected :~s·~ thc .wie~ 
fi'Cquencies were: J,res~nted with low a.: prlori probability of .. Occurrencc ... 
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was' si~antlY, lower tJuin was P (C) for. the expec~ si~. Decrements 
,, •, I 
- ~ I . 
in performance for an unexpected signal are logically consistent with· both 
s~gtio- ~ \muldjilc-band. mws because lnfonnad.,_.; in other spectnd . 
locations is ksumably .. atteq~ .or ·tuned-out. · · j 
~ -
2. Detection of multlcomponent _signals 






A second· version of : the basic dctectiQn paradi~ requires that listeners 
de~t- -a ~ultico~~nent si~al . . In thiS condition,_ the target signal i~ 
• ' ' • 0 • ' 
complex t9ne consisting of twQ or· more· sinusoidal components 
- - ·. simuitaiteous~y -~ ~sen~d ~ niaskin·g ···noise. rn·· -~ ~ly · ~tud;, Schafer~ . ~t a1 
. . . . . . . ·- . . ·. . . . . . -~ . :· . . ·. . . . . .~ . . ' . -. '(;:) 
(1949)· obtainCd d!l~. on the 'detectability of two-, four-, and ·eight-component· _. . 
. ... " ... . . . 
' 
:~. · . . ~: ·. . . . . tC>ne~ : in.· ri~i~ .... ~~~. f'~und ·th~t,' · for. tw~ sigoats ·- separated by: ~are ·than a ~·'.j . . •• . • 
~A.' . 0 · ' 
-~~~ ... 
: . .... 
•.:;.· 
; : .. 
<- : ·, 
' .. 
. .. . . .. . 
-· . . . , . . . r ;~· . . . . . : . .. 
. .critical band,· the energy ~f e~h .of th~ compon~~ts could' ~ reduced by 
1\ 
· o ~~dB ~d ·. dctectability . of ~c co~pl~x . si.gnai· ~auld be- maintabted. · For 
. • • r • • • • • 
· s~ull consistfug · ot' 4 .' to~ 8 . sinusoids, __ :comJlC?iienti could -~ _. reduc"ed by 
. 0-3dB. ·. 
. . . 
·Green (19S8) also cxainincd· the detection· of single· and ·multicomponcnt.: 
. . .. ·. . .· . 
signab maSked b~ noise. Four. ftequeJ;lcies 'were used : in this shidy: 
. . , . . . . . . ... 
. . , . . . . . 
. O.SkHz, .lJcHz·,. 1.823kllz, and· 2kHz ; _Six two-tone complexes were then 
. . ' ,.._. . . .. · 
co~trUcted fro~ · all possible pahmgs · bf · iq~ . single components. Including 
• • ' : • • • • : • , . . I • • . • . • • ' 
. . 
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the individual ·components. Furthermore, the . data ·were best explaiited by· a 
model which assumed that auditocy signals and noise were s_tatistically 
c~bine~i' prior -to· decision. The · implic~ti01i. of these results is ·that. ·in 
some instances, complex signals are no more detectable than a single 
cqmp~nent, while in other instances detection performance is aided by the 
. ' 
. \.. . presence of signal ener~y in more than one -critical band. 
(t.z.·:~ - .. ·. . ' . 3. Unc;rtain .freqUency detection 
~ \. ·\ - . . 
·::. \ .. : · . :·· · · . . In· .this ~ ~f detectio~ expenment listeners are- asked to detect a 
;;\ . 
1 
.: · Qgnal .lhat is ~ually ~Y to b~ on~-or::-t orthoional frequenCies (Nolte · • 
·, : 
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~pecificd set· .of (re<iue~cies, ~curs on ·any given. trial. It is assu~d that 
·--- ·-- - -~- - ·-·-
the· signal wavfrorms : s (t) ha~e. equal e~ergy an(! are orthogonal ·over the 
... /' ~ .. 
• . .. . 
ol)senation interval. Thus, 
. : .. ' 
.. 
-. Jr · · . . { ·E ·,,. i = J . 
s1(t)s1(t)dt = · 0 · 1 ~,· : ·l-l 2 · M 0 ; "' ' . .. ' . - ' t .. . , . 
. . . ' \ . 
'• (1) 
whete E is the energy of each signal in ( 0~ T ). Consider the simplest 
. ,. .. . - :• . 
· \ .1 , • . . • 
cas~, . fc;n' which the ~et 'of poten~al 'sigtlal$ consists of only two _Jiotcn~l 
. \ 
frequencies. So, the uncertainty . p~tcr, M.. is ~~ to 2. . The problem-· ~ 
. ... ~ . 
. ·. faced by' the: obserVer is tQ dCtect the presence or'. absence. of either 
• ' 0 - • • • • • • • ' • • • • • -. : • • • • -. .. • 
~uency : regardless . of which has been presented. . ·Clearly, if a listener 
. '. -
I' • 
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-uses a single·ban4 s~tegy, then on any- given- trial that band can be 
focused on only on~ part of 'the spectrum. Thus, a signal presented in a 
different.- i'cmo~ p~ of the specttUin. ,-ould not be ~tected. By conuast. 
if\ a mwti~le-band ~~gy is -used, ~en - a· listener presumably centers a 
separate cri*·u- -band in.' thc vicinity of each of ~e ·tw9 specified 
- . - \ . . - . 
_frequc~cics. However,· dCtectability. for a single· frequency . would be lower 
-- ~ ( . 
' ' ' \ . ,' ' I , ,.. 
_relative. to detc~~ility for tiui(same compQnent _,when only o~e band is 
• • • • • '" '1. .. 
used owing : to . tltd fact · th~ 'i~ . ~ . ~cre-~Se. , -in total :: v~~ce in·· the decision 
. ... . . - . ... ·. . . . . - . . . - '>~~ .~/ . . ... . . : .. 
' . Ptc?CCS~ . due ·to_ noise pow¢r co~tained.,in the a~.Ponal band. . . 
• : • • .. : l • ' •' - • • I • \ \ . . ' • 
. . ._ Although- - th~_:_.is.- ·~-~ffici~~~ ~~pcrl~·~w ;evidCnce- ·tp show that listeners 
.·· :. . . of~n··. u~zc . 'ili~ . o~tp~~ . of 'a.· .s~~ -~de~~-. b~~ there is also . ~vidence to 
. . . " . . :. ,. ..• .. 
·. oile .. stra~gy to. anothe~. -.and . aiso about the' manner . by which. information 
. . . . - . 
. . . . ' ' ' . . 
. from ~0 Wi~ly separated 'critical bands is' combined. . ·The . fiist experiment 
• : • • • • • ,ro • • ~ t • •• • • • • • 
examines ~~tion pcrf<;>~ce in . ~ ·condition . thit allows subj~ts to adop~ 
. . . ., ' ,. 
· . , · different -listel\iDg strategies. --~ ... . ' 
D. '~NT.'. 'lilocb using t'fs~ signal ;hrOugiwui . 
· ·. Green~$~ ct al '<-.i%8)· s~owCd that ~hen tpc .frequency. ~P~~~n --
bct\Vec~ . an -~xpeeted. ~d UnCX~ted sl'gnal 'is · s~cl~nt. ( 150.~2boHz )~ .· 
. ·' , . . . 
.· .. ' . . - ·. . 
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Gaus~ian noi'sc. Likewise, MacMillan and Schwartz (1975) found that . ' 
. I 
' . observers could listdn for two :widely spaced ~igilals while ignoring . 
·~ \ 
frequencies between tbe primary signaTS:- The : argument put forth by these 
. ' 
authors is that subjects position an auditory listening band at high-
. . 
probability frequencies an~ in effect, attenuate .signals and noise occurring 
_in other parts of the spectrum. 
~ 
The. goal in· the initial part of ExJ>F"'ent \1 is to detennine whether 
the ob~~er is )is~.nin~. to, :o~~ . a_ .. nw:row b~d \of the spcc.trum ... This 
would suppo~ critical ban~ ~eory . and,. m~re· s~ifically, the . single-band 
.~~}.· Tile q~esrlon ·3:ddress~ 'is W~a~·~ happens ro .' dctectlon perfOillJRnC~ ·.-
• when th~ sipml Is ;hlftcd :from ~ sin~- sinuso~) in ;solation ;o a . · 
. . . . . ·. . .:.· . . . . . I ·. . . . 
comb~ned ~ai . which. includes both the 'old, 'ex~cted· compo~ent and the 
. . . . . . . . \ 
new, unexpected cQmponent. ·In particular, ~two ~uencics ( 0.5 kHz · and 
. . .· . . . \ . . . 
1.3 kHz ) are. used that, according to c~nt .~estimrres of the critical 
' bandwidth, e~c~te two non-overlapping filters. · \ 
I q 
Consider the ·following. If listeners use the output of a single filter 
. l . -
centered on the expected .. co~ponent to· form a deciision variable, then our a 
I • ' • : • I . . . 
.. . . . . \ . 
priori ' expectation is· that a .novel comp'oncnt ·snould not affect . detection 
. . . ·. . . . . I . 
Pm'~ce. A.s ·.a result, tile · ~tectability ·in~x d
1
' t~ me comb~¢ 
• I ·sign~ d' con.. should be equal tO the d' obtained ·for the single comJ,onent. · 
That is, dependent on. 'Yhich ·signal is expected_ 
d'com = { d't or d'h } (2) 
' . 
.· 
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14 
where d'1 is the d' for the 0.5 kHz signal and d' h is the .,d' for the 
'-
1.3 kHz signal. As discus1 earlier, this is Ma.ri~l' s (1956) conclusion: the 
dc~tability of a two--component signal is no more detectabl.e than ,th~ ~ 
detectable member of the pair. However, even though listeners might 
continue· to focus on only one critical band and not pick up . the second, 
. . 
unexpected comp~ncnt, does not preclude the possibility that, given. 
su~sequent ex~rience . on the combined• signal, they can begin .to utilize 
. - . . 
the additi~nal sign~. componenL. Therefore, th~ sign~· used in .the next . l. :: .. :.3o:•::::nt ::b: :n~: ::::::~=:~:1 : well as 
I ' ./ • • ' • 
.· ; . · muldplo~b.;..d sni.n:;~, and alsO ~ si:o wluit ~~j,~.;i. .tO thetdetectability pf 
/ ·the_ two-tone comple.x as list~n~rs ·make .~e tran~i~on~ 
,f 
Let us supp~s~ that listene_:s begin -to utilize both signal components. 
.. 
. . . .. 
If the .outputs of the integrators associated with the critical band filters are 
. - . . 
combined with the weights, w1, and o.>h, respectively, then· according to 
. ' 
Green and Swcts (1974, pp. 273), d'com .equals 
d'com 
. ,. , 
. ' 
(3~ .. 
wh~ llx1· = ·(~~ -~ J.1,.,) · and llx~r.. = (Jlm.- Jln, ),: and where varx; =a1 2• · 
4 · ; 
Nc~t we come to a critical :point in this first experime~~ In order ·to 
' . . . . . .. 
· .. . 
• 
' 
. • . -o ' 
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15 
, 
infonning the listener. In tenns of a multiple-band model. perfonnance 
. , . 
should be impaired if the observer. is usihg two critical bands because -
signal energy is reduced ~~e noise energy is not. Thus. the d' for the 
• o.·•:· / ~ - .. 
. , ·;:;,..- . 
remaining component'f;~Jf>portional to the signal energy of the ·remaining 
.J ,p--· . 





Conversely, removing the 0.5 kHz signal. co~poncnt- ·unexpectedly should 
result in a similar decrement of d ' 11 • Thus, by dropping o~t one_ component 
from the combined signai after a listen.er is using both. we 'have a method 
C7' ' 
for. obtain~&, an estimate of the delectability for. ~ither signal component,. in 
.. 
... isolation, with noise .· from two bands. Th~ integration model .funher predicts 
. 4> • 
that the. d' for the isol!ited signal should drop be/o~us levels. 
Let us now consider an alternative processing model for. combining 
information from multiple bands: the decision thlesho/d model (see Green 
. . 
and Swets, 1974 for. fo~ discussion). In contrast to the integration model,. 
which assUme~ that sensory info~tion is statistically combin~d prior to 
I • • 
decision. the 'underlying. assumption of ~ model •. is that 'listeners make an •• 
. . . . 
in~pen~nt decisiQn f~ each.· critic~ bancVand the.n combine de~lsions ·to 
. . 
. . . 
arrive at an overall response: More specifically, it is ass~ that the 
. . . ' 
listener establishes a criterion' for making a decision about -sign~ presence 
~-.. --
J 
# t,. . • • •• 
; ' : ::·· . • ' • ·• - ·l , ,h. 
. ' 
.· . 
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.. , .. 
in each critical ban! There is no guessing in the sensory process; 
16 
"guessing" is part of the decision process. If a signal produces sufficient 
excitation, the criterion is exceeded and a positive detect is made. At this . 
point, the listener uses some rule to combine the independent binary (yes-
no)· decisions. One relatively straightforward rule for making an overall 
0 .. : • • • 
positive response is to say .. yes'' if the outcome of any ope band exceeds 
threshold (Shafer and Gales, 1949; Zagorski, 1975; Zagorski: ,1984; Buus, ' 
1986). Ass~g that detection is based ·on n bands and that the 
o o 1 , . 
individual proba~ilities ~ssociated with reach band are equal; the model is, ti 
• 
p = 1-( 1.::p. ) n (5) 
. n ' 
For the signals used in the current study, ap overall positive response ·· 
should be ·made when either, or both critical bands yield a p~sicive detect. 
. Eq. · (5) then · reduces to 
' 
. where P (C) is th~ probability of correct response and .'pi. represents ~ 
~sitivc detect on- each of the in~vidual co~po~ents (ie., hit rate), ~ , 
where I = h , I . 
·. To summarize, this experiment · looks at how observers utilize 
. \ 
(6) 
information · from two critical baitds and ho~ detection performance is 
affected when. ch~gei. -~ made. to the sjgnd.· ;rn parti~ular, it is ,designed 
' · . 
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17 
0 
used, :md ~at the listener can \hift from using one s~tegy ~o using the 
other. The experiment consists of four basic signal detection tasks carried 
out in the follo\ving sequence: 
(1) the signal is a sin!le specified frequency ( 0.5 kHz ). 
(2) th/signal contains a sec~nd unexpected frequency component ( 1.3 kHz )' 
in addition to the 0.5 kHz component. 
(3) · the signal contains both signal components,. but the observer is made 
. . . . 
aware of them both, and 
-(4) each of the separate components is removed unexpectedly. 
' I 
A. Metb~ . 
1. Observers 
Three paid subjects with normal 'hearing participated in this study. 
Two females d one male; ages 18 to 21, were tested during a six-week , 
period. Alth~ ·~h none had had any previous ex~eriencc in psych~acoustic~ 
tasks, each lis' ner received a minimum of 5,000 trials before any of the 




Signal . synthesis and pre~ntation, trial_...,.scque~ce and timing, and 
response recOrding were controlled by an Intel 898Q-based micr~ojnputer. 
Sinusoidal signals were produced tMt>ugh an 8 bit digital-to-analog 
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c~tin~us ~ackground ~f appro~tely Ga~ssian . noise. Both signal and 
no1se sumuh .were amplified. analogically auxed. and low-pass filtered with 
-3 dB cutoff set at ·3.2kHz. .Presen~tion levels were controlled· b~ a 
Hewlett-Packard 3500 attenuator and mrinitored on a Hewlett-Packard 3400A 
· RMS v.oltmeter. Subjedts listened diotically (ie., identical waveform delivered 
. . 
l • · to both the ng~t and left ear) through calibrated Grason-Stadler TDH-39 . 
~Z headphones. , 
3. Stimuli · 
. 
A modified table look-up method was used to generate the sinusoidal 
. . . 
stifuuli ·on each trial. . The s~uli generated were tWo sin~;oidal ~ones of 
" OSkHz ·and 1.3 kHz, and one combined signal consisting of · both of these. 
. . . ~. . . ... . . 
' 
. \· 
. fre.quenci~s. ... Compone?~s for the combil_ted si~al .~ere ~ase-l~ked, in-
phase, with a repetition rate of 0.1 kHz. . A 25kHz sampling rate . provided 
~ . . .. . 
. . 
· high ·temporal resolution of the signals: · Total signal: duration,_ in~luding 
. . 
12~ linear ris~ and •decays,- wa8 134nis. Signal leveis (in dB) were 1 
.t . I 
calculated using the relationship 10 log ( E;.J N ~ ), where Es · represents signal 
. ~~s . . 
.energy; · .. and N 0· is the spectrar density of ·the noise (ie.. noise power per 
·unit bandwidth). AU ~ta were collected with signal levels_ adjusted as 
. . 
. follows: 1-;S for both the ~.SicHz and the 1.3kllz .components; lQ.S for the 
complex signal . . The output' level of the noise was held constant in 'the 
3.2kllz bandwidth at 40dB SPL. 
( . 
. . -· . '. 
: ' •• • • ' t • • : • ... 
. •' 
• • I 
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4. Trial, block, and session de~ign 
•,. I ' • ': • • • • 
. .. . ~ . . 
. . .. 
All data reported here were collected with a single-intervaJ, yes-no 
~ . 
19 
procedure. Each block consisted of a random order of noise-alone (N) and 
signal-plus-noise trials (SN). The a priori probabilities of N and SN trials 
, 
were set .equal to 0.5. A brief visual warning, approxitnately 500ms in 
duration, was used to indicate the beginning of a trial. It consisted of a 
0 
white bar, apP,roximately 4 degrees of visual angle vertically, across a video 
monitor. Except for a white cursor, the screen was blank. When a signal 
was presented, its onset coincided with the offset of the warning light. 
. Listeners were instructed to press one of two keys to indicate whether or 
I 
0 . -
not a si~al was detected. A new trial began 1.7 sec after the subject 
·entered -a response. At the end of e:ch block the hit rate and coqcct 
. ' . 
. rejection rate were displayed on the observer's terminal . 
. . :~ 
Experimeptal s~ssion.s consisted . on avet:age of 'ten . 120-tri~i b.locks, and 
lasted between 1.5 and 2 hours. ·Each listcper was given a brief rest 
between blocks and one longer · rest period midway through the session. 
5. Procedure 
In the first experiment the same signal was used throughout a bl<?Ck of 
.trials. Thus, when a signal was changed. the change occurred either 
. 
between successive. blocks, or between sessions. With the exception of 
. . 
. session 2 and session. 8, during which unexpected shifts occ~ each 
• • • J" 
. . !·~ . 
. . 
listener· was given a preview of the signal, both with and without 
\ 
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. ' background_ noise, prior to ruMing any experimental )>locks. , To obtain 
baseline estimates of d' for subsequent comparison, ~ listeners were trained 
using the 0.5 kHz sinusoid as the signal. Mter training was judged to be 
comple~, perfor_mance was measured for an entire session (session 1). 
Session 2 began with a preview of the 0.5 kHz component. However, 
prior to the first experimental block the 1.3 kHz component was added to 
the signal. NoteJthat this component was added without informing the 
obsei'Ver. 
Beginning with session 3 and cdhtinuing through to session 7, only the · 
combined signal was used. This was done in order to provide a sufficient 
. . , 
number of trials to establish a stable perform~ce level on the combined 
signal. Again, the listeners'. task ~as simply t9 indicate whether or not a 
signal was detected. 
Session 8 was designed. to measure perfonnance on the individual 
componentt of the . combined ~signal. An. important aspect of the, procedure 
used i" this sessi~n- (which involved removiiig ~d reintroducing signal 
~omponents between blocks) was that subjects were ·not informed about the 
manipulation of signal types. The changes from one signal type to another 
. . .. 
were the same for all subjects and occurred in the following sequence. 
After ~iving· a preview of the combined. s.ignal, Qbservers were tested for 
. . 
.. , 
· ,._.._~ .~o bloc~ dwing ·which . only _- the ~0.5 kHz tone was presented. Next, two 
• 
~ . ' 
bloCks were· run using the combined signal . in order co restore performance 
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21 
tone an~ these were followed by two blocks · using the complex signal. 
Fin~ estimates for perfonnance on the single component signals were 
obtained from one complete session (session 9) which was conducted using 
the 0.5 kHz signal, and two sessions (session 10 and 11) during which the 
I 
1.3 kHz signal was used 11Us ended the experiment for which the same 
signal was presented throughout a block of trials. 
B. Results 
The values of d' obtained in this experiment are listed in Table 1. 
·To facilitate comparison, these values .are displayed in Figures 1 to 3, t4 
the left of the dotted line. Note that for· session 8 the values in Table , 1 
are given sequentially, on a block-by-block basisi However, the plotted .. 
-----.... ' - . . -
""" . . 
"'( s are ?~ on two bl~ks -~or both _single . ~omponent signals, and on 
· fo~locks for ·the combmed stgnal. All d's shown are based on the 
assumption that the noise and signal-plus-nois~ distri~utions are normal, and 
are of equal variance. They were computed in the following way. From 
the four possible stimulus-response conjun~~ons, the frequencies for "hits" 
and "false alarms" were ·converted to conditional p~babilities, P (yes I S!f) 
and P(yes IN) .. respectively. Using· these two probabilities, d's were then 
found /directly from i!te table~ published by Elliot (19S8). 
/ Session 1 to session 2. 
·Recall that in session 1 the · signal was a 0.5 kHz sinusoid whereas in 
. ') 
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session' 2 -it was the combined signal. Comparison of the d' from session 
. ' 
1 to the d' from_ session 2 shows there was no initial change in 
dctcctAbilitY in shifting from a single sinusoid to the two-component signal. 
Session J to session 7. 
For the complex signal, d' increases to a maximum of 1.69 for AC 
and a maxfinum. of 1.84 for SH but does not increase for DG. 
Session JJ. 
From Table l, we c~ sec th~t removing the 1.3kHz component 
results in a drop in d' ·for ._all listeners~ For· bo~ SH 'and DG, · 
performanc~ on ·the ·o.5Jc#z .signal ·falls 'below perfomuincc on this signal in 
., . ' .·· . . : ' . . 
. .. ' . 
session 1. . DUri~g, the second blbck.· d' is hiiber for caeh of the lls~ncrs~'-1' 
, ·- . ·r · . . 
- When the 1.3/cHz · component is reihtroduced, performance. improves . .fQI' --' 
' 
AC but not for DG. For SH, performance oo tl1e complex signal is 
initially similar to that on the 0.5 kHz signal, but on ~e second block it 
improves ·substantially. Drops ·in d' also occur when the 0.5 kHz" 
\ 
component is removed. When this· _component is· reintroduced, recovery is 
~ediate for AC .. and qo,r but ag~' Oc~':J!'S in ·the _stc~nd. bl~k for SH. 
Figure 1 shows· that,· for this listener (AC), the combined signal is ' 
IJlOrc detectable ·than either of ~e individual ·signal components in isolation . 
. . . . 
. . ' 
By contrast, Rgures . 2 and 3 (SH and 00, resi>ectively) show that one of 
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When compared ·tO the d '1 ob~ed in session 1, the detcctabillty of 
" ~e 0.5 kHz component has remained stable over the course. of tl}e 
experiment for observer SH. For AC however, detectability has improved 
to a level where d' for this Ct;>Jl)ponent nearly matches some of the d's 
for the complex signal that were obtained during sessions 3 to 7. 
. Session 10 and session 11. 
• • . . 
··For · both AC and DG, d' for the 1.3 kHz is lower ·than ·d' for either 
of the other two ·signal types. However, f9r SH, the le.vel · d '11 measured · 
. . .. 
in !essiori 11 exceeds die n1aximum d'com on the compl~x . signal fou~d in 
' 
session 6~ \ 
C. ,DiScussion of Experiment 1 
The results indicate that detection perfonnance, as me_asured by the 
. . . 
sensitivity index d', did ·not change when the high component was 
. 
unexpectedly added to the signal. If, indeed, l~steners were· using ·a single 
critical band centered on the _low component~ th~n we _might argue that 
spectral 'energy in tha region of . the high cqmponent w
1
as attc!luatCd. This 
I 
' finding . is- consistent with previou~ evlderice· concernit:~g the deteetability of 
. . . 
unexpected signals (Tanner, et al, 19~6), and suppons a sensory . filtering 
\ 
hypothesis (Greenberg and Larkin, 1968). 
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.•. 
Note, however, that for listeners AC and SH detection performance 
"" . 
improves with subsequent experience on the combined signal, indicating thlt 
these ljstencrs began to use the high component. It is possible that they 
Wei"e making a shift in Strategy from Using a single critical band to using 
two separate bands. 'lit- order to determine whether these observers utilized 
the information in both bands we can exami.._9C the results obtained during 
session 8. 
The data from the two blocks in ·which only the low component was 
used, ·and the two blocks in which only the ·high ~omponent was used, 
~n~ble . us ~ usc' each of th~ models to . predict. performance on the four 
. . . 
. .. 
bl<:>e~s of ·co01bined sign~. Sp~cifically, . the · infolll1Rtion -iritegration· model 
-- for . twq, · uncorrelated . ~om~~nents . ls. pr~d d-; c~ -~ ..J ( d/) 2 + ( dh ') 2 • . By. · 
• ' • ' • '• ' • ' • ' I ' 
substitutbi'g th~ obtamed··.value for the individual.· d's. the model prcdic·~ a 
. . .. . . . 
d'com of 1.68 for AC _wheret\S th~ o~tained d~com is ,equal to 1.69. For 
SH the predicted d'com is 2.08 whereas (the obtruned i~ 2~10: Both of 
these predicted v~:es · ~ ' within .a \tan~~e~r of the obtained d's ... By 
con~t, th.e decision-threshold model predictS~ probability .. correct, P com (C), 
of 0.8S for AC whereas the obtained iS .0.80. For SH the predicted value 
is 0 .  90 and the ·obtained is 0.82. These disc~pancies are each several 
·.·. ·· .... . ,\ :.;~ . . ·. (,·.:~ 
' ,\.' ·: 
•. 
, .. 
• to . 
. ~ . 
standard errors. ·· 
In quilitativc agreement with ~- information integra~~n model are the ~ 
. . .. . 
decrementS in performance that occurred when either of the Individual 
• 0 • • • 
·components '!';'as · removed_ from thC. combined ;ignal . . Far -~~ampl~, in. the 
I • 
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first. block of session 8, SH's perfonnance on the O.S kHt signal ·dropped 
. ) . . 
below performance on this same . component as measured in session 1. . 
r 
This is consistent with the multiple-band energy-detection view because it · is 
. . 
assumed that the subject listens to noise power from both filters \.but 
suddenly · receives a signal in only one of them (s . e Eq. 4). 
The fact that perfonnance· increased to p~vious levels during the 
second block . suggests that SH detected a ~hange ·in the sigrial !lJld then, in 
" effect, anenua~~ the .output associated with the critical band contain!ng only 
noise. Similarly, the ~ta for thi~ · observer (se~sion ~) show that · 
,• . 
detectability .did not initially .increase when either· of. the single components 
. - . . ... . 
. . . 
. was · rciittroduccd_ (see Table ·1). · .Once !!gain, tHe sharp increase ·in d' · 
. . 
iOdicates ;.that :a ~lii~t iri lis~ning · ~~e~ ~curred· during ihe ·_secon~:. biOc:k.JO· 
Taken· together, the results from this . experiment suggest that subjects-
can usc a. different listening strategy in response . to changes in the spectral 
I , 
~ composition of a sigrtal. In particular, a listener can improve detection 
performance either by 8.dopting a single-band strategy when the signal is 
-restricted io a single frequency, or by adopting a multiplc-b!ind strategy 
. . 
when the signal -consists -of two, widely separated - ~uencics. The next 
expcrimen~. is designed as an attc_mpt to · dctcnnin~ flore about ho~ auditory 
information from two critical bands is combined. A task is considered in 
• I t • 
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m. EXPERIMENT 2. Blocks with a mixture of signal types 
It was found that when signals were .changed between blocks, subjects 
' I ___ ,..----
apparently detected F.9pemes of the signal and then adjusted . their listening 
-
strategy ~ordingly. So, for example, when a component was eliminated 
from the co~bined signal, . performance was initially impaired ... but it . 
. . 
·improved in subsequent blocks. In this experiment the three signals used 
in Experiment 1 are randomized. on a trial-by-trial basis, within the same 
block of trials:. As a result, listcnen· cannot select a strategy that is best 
suited to each signal. Rather, they must :select a strategy that deals with all 
. . . 
. ' . . . \ . . 
signals· ·simultaneously and . .aiain~ .. it throughout a block of trials. 
' • ' \ ' I 
Swets: (1984) . has. described various ··models for how 'obserVers 
. . . . ' 
. t • • • 
"aggregate," ~ combine infonnati?n which · e~cites sep~te critical bands. 
0 • • .. 
First let us. reconsider the 'integration n:todel. -;ntis model asserts that 
observations from n statistically iiulependcnt critical bandS, ( x 1, x 2, ••• ,x, ), 
~ ~~mbined. ~ither via likelihood ratio or by an optimally weighted linear 
COJ?lbination~ Because of ai1 assumed post-dete.ction integration,' the 
.. 
detection process co~on to eaeh band would . occur, resulting in an overall' 
decision that is made on the basis of the combin~ infol'ID:8tion. Hencet 
when n observations are combined, the model is 
.(7a) 
. I;ll wordst the combined value of .d', denoted d,/, is equal to the square 
;,.: \ . 
~.:~~:.:~-:.;_;:;:: ::: •• 1. ::, .... .:: ·, .• ,· .• ,:·, ,,,., : · . • . '· 
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• \ I f • 
... 
root of the sum of the squares of the individual values of d'. For a 
signal consisting of two equal energy, orthogonal components the integrution 
model is 
Recall that the results obtained in Experiment ~ demonstrate that 
listeners can attenuate both signal and noise input to one of ·the bands . 
, . 
(7b) 
- Thus, in some case~, the vjue of d' for .a ·given signal changed gradually 
. . ' . 
.. ... . 





\ \ . . \ 
···" :~i~~:,; .... -:. : ..... . ~ ... '·· ., .· 
·, 
':'·' 'o'<er mal)y blocks, whereB:S in other cases, it changed dramatically from one 
block'-to the next.- In contrast, . because listener$ in ·Experiment 2 are 
presented. with signals · that excite e~ther filter separately, or both filters 
simultaneously, . the output of both critical bands must be used. This means . -
tha~ independent of which signal is presented, noise from each critic~ band 
i~ . deliveredt:tti the decisi~n pr~ess~erefore, in a mixed block cond1tlon, 
~ . 
the iotnl ·noise that "contributes" to variance in the decision process ·is equal 




Assuming that the fil.ter outputs are uncorrelated. then a signal which 
. 0 
excites either critical band would produce an increase of signal energy in 
that band alone. In the current study, this will be ll'Ue if either of the 
singll! component sign'als ( 0.5 kHz or 1.3 kHz ) occurs. It is importa11t to 
.. . . 
. ·, . .. . 
· · ·· -· · ·. 
.. . ' . . . ~ 
... 
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note, however, that the U>tai variance due to the noise power. C1uJt is still 
the combined noise from both bands. Thus, the appropriate d' for each 





. But on tri~ when the complex signal occurs, the signai eifergy in · 
both critical 1;>ands increases, and therefore 
d'com = 




By substituting Eq. 9a.b into Eq. 10 we can see that the relationship 
between the detectability ·for the individual components and the detectability 
f 
for the complex signal is given by . 
Thus, by randomly mixing the single component ~ignals and the 
combined signal within the .s_ame block ~f tri~s. the · obtai~ed d' ~f,gr the 
~om~incd signal should be the simple sum of the individual d's . 
·: . 
. . ~· . •, . . .. 
.· 
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In this experiment the d' summation model (Eq. 11) and the decision 
threshold model (Eq. 6) will be used to quantitatively test how listeners 
. . . 
combine information from· two separate critical' bands. While the integration 
model assumes that the outputs of the critical band filters arc statistically 
combined to form the basis for decision, the decision threshold model 
assumes that only "the decisions made on each band a.re. retained for furtlter 
,processing. 
A. Procedure • 
Ail signals and signal levels were th~ same as thbse used in · 
.. 
Experiinent 1. · In addition, the o~era.ll ~ p~iori. probability of SN and N 
. '· :.. 
trials was set equal to O.S. Out of the 60 SN tljals, e~h signal type was 
equally likely to be .selected for presentation and thus, the 0.5 kHz, 1.3/cHz, 
. . 
and combined signal each were presented 20 times within the same block. 
The listeners' task was to indicate whether or not a signal was detected; 
... 
identification was not required. Subjeets AC, SH, and DO were tested for 
30, 60, and 50 mixed blocks respectively. 
B. Results 
. In order to .facili~te comp-arison of the dctectability of signal types' 
across experiments, the obtained values pf d' listed in Table 2 are .. 
' > I 
,... • • t 
displayed in Figures 1 to 3 above the label .. mbted blocks." Note that the 
~, s repo~d here were calcuiated. ~sing the overall false al~ rate. Table 
2 ~hows the experimentally obtained hit rate and d' for each of the signal 
. () 
.... 
~k·:· . :; .. · .. ·· .. I .. • ,• f • / , •'·, 
.. ' • 
,• 
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30 
typeS, as Well as the estimated hit rte and d I found br iterative!~ fitting 
each of the models to the data. The maximum likelihood estimates were 
found by '~justing th.~ estimate4 hit and false alarm rate to minimize the 
chi square discrepancy between the data and the estimates subject to the 
constraint of the models. The final iteration involved step sizes ..that 
correspond to changes in the estimates of 0.001. 
The results of the analysis show that the models tested here do not 
. 
_provide ari accurate desC1fiption of ~e qata. For the d 1 summation model, 
the values of 'X.'- are all significant at the 1% leyel (with 3d/). In addition, 
( 
the fonil of the decision threshold model analyzed here does not fit the 
J • . • 
data for observers· SH and DO, but does·· fit AC's data. Although ·the. 
experime.ntally obtained d 1 s 'for the combined signal are less than those 
predicted by the mapels, it is apparent that for AC and SH, the combined 
~ignal is more detectable than either of the single components (see Figures 
1 and 2). For DO, the 0.5 kHz signal and combined signal are equally 
detectable. 
C. Discussion of Experiment 2 
The results from . pus . experiment show that neither the information 
integration nor the deci~ion threshold model can adequately describe the 
rcladon~hip bctweeq performance on the single component signals and the 
combined signal. Nevertheless, additional comparisons of performance ~an 
be\ made between the experiments • 
I . 
\ 
~i:, .. :;,_< ..... ·.:..: . ·.• .. · ... . , . ' · . .' :\• .... : J; • I . . . i .• . : ' . . :..· •. •. i. . ~.,. · .. :. . · •. ,·. . • . , .. · ' - ,, . ... · .. 
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According to both models the detectability of, the two-tone complex 
...... . 
should be the sam~ in both experiinents. For example, the infonnation 
integration model asserts that the listener combines sensory infonnation from 
both critical bands. Regardless of wheiher this signal is presented· 
l 
throughout a block of trials or, is interspersed randomly with the isolated 
components in the same block, detectability would be unaffected. That is, 
for the complex signal his decision~ are ·based on the same signal strengths 
") . 
and the same noise (compare Eq. 4 and Eq. 9). Likewise, for the decision 
threshold model, the observer is combining decisions resulting from the 
same processes in both experiments. So, it too predicts identical 
performance on the combined signal in both experiments: By contrast, 
these models do not make the same predictions for the single component 
' . ·; 
~ignals. In particular; the decision threshold model predicts that performance 
I 
should be the same for both experiments because the probability of the 
~ 
variable in a channel exceeding some fixed value (threshold) does not 
... 
. depend on whether the signal is the same in evety trial or varies from trial 
to trial (Buus, et al, 1986). The. multiple-band model, on the other hand, 
does predict lower perfonnance in the second experiment. . Th~ reason for 
decreased performance is that the listener must simultaneously use both 
listening bands: whi~}l cause~. ~ increase in the . variance of the decisio~ 
variable relative to a single-band strategy. Put simply, the noise that 
degrades perfonnance in the first experiment comes from only a single 
critical band while in the second experiment it must come from both 
\ 
. . 
. · . 
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critical bands. 
For the combined signal SH, AC, and DO show performance 
decrements equivalent to signal _decreases of 0.6, 0.6. and 1.8 dB 
, respectively, where d's have been converted to dB using the relationship 





least two standard errors. The decreases for the low components are 0.2, 
·o.9, and 1.7 dB respectively. Finally, decreases for the high component are 
2.1 and S.SdB for SH and AC. The decreases for the single components 
.represent changes of at -least two standard errors . for all but the smallest 
decrease. We can ~gue, then, that . these- ~es for the single 
' I 
component signals are contrary to the predictions made according to the 
-decision threshold model while the decreases on the combined signal are 
. . . ·- . 
• 
•' con~ ~o b~th· models. Thus not only. do the m.odels not fit th~ results 
- .. , 1'\ 
of this experiment, but they do not ' predict the differen~es in perfonnance 
. . . 
between experiments. 
IV. ·coNCLUSION • . 
. 
Experiment 1 shows ·that subjects can adjust their listening ·· strategy to 
.· 
·, 
adapt to changing signals and also that this ~sition in strategy ·can occur 
between successive blocks, or over many blockS. · .ln \ addition, the 
' . . 
. ' . 
qull!ltitativ~ an~ysis in. ex~riment 2 shows fttat subjects do not combine 
infonna.tion according to the info~ation in~egration .or decision $-eshold 
models. This conclusion is further sup~rted. oby•the comparisons of 
.. 
.. 
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performance between experiments. 
Therefore, while the result~ from this study demonstrate that subjects 
have the ability to switch from a single- to a multiple-band listening 
strategy, presumably to optimize performance when the signal changes, 
neither the information integration nor the decision threshold m~ls account 
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Tabh! 1. Obtained values of d' fro.m Experiment 1. 
Condition 
Session SiRna/ d' 
I 1 0.5 kHz 1.27 
-2 combined 1.29 
~ " 1.58 
4 " 1.49 
5 II 1.57 
6 " 1.51 
7 II 1.69 










9 0.5 kHz 1 .. 48 
10 1.3 kHz 1.12 
11 II 1.06 
• 
I • 
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~ 120 II 
1.34 II 
1.30 II ' 
0.00 II 
0.15 II 
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Ta~le 2. Summary of the-analysis of Experiment 2. 
Maximum 
Likelihood Estlmntes 





Observer Siena! d' Hit rate d' Hit rate Hit rate 
' 
AC 1.3kHz 0.29 0.44 0.44 . 0.50 0.43 
' -'"') .. CQmbined . 1.44 0.85 1.55 0.86 . 0.87 
-l , 0.5kHz 1.21 0.78 1.12 0.75 ~6 
(n = 3240) ~ r..l = 13.20 .34 
S.H I .3kHz 1.19 0.70 0.92 0.61 0.65 
Combined 1.65 0.84 1.98 . 0.91 0.90 
0.5kHz 1.33 0.75 
-
-1.20 0.71 0.70 
' 
(n = 7200) x2 .= 142.27 x2 = 56.41 
DO ·!.3kHz 0.20 0.47 0.2.8 0.50 0.43 
Gombined 0.88 0.73 0.96 
. 
0.75 0.80 
0.5kHz 0.90 0.74 . 0.69 0.66 0.72 
. 
- (fl. =: 6000 ) j x2 = 30.60 '\ x2 = 4.33 · . 
"Note: A x2 value· of 11.30 (with 3 df )-is significant at the .001 level. 
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Figure 2. Obtained values of d' for SH. 
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